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ARTICLE II. 

THE HIMYARITIC LANGUAGE. 

FOUTBR'S PltBTENDBD DISCOVBRT OP • ~T TO TO HtanAltlTlO 

lNSCltlPTIONS. 

B" Edward E. 8aJt.blll']'. Prot • ." In Yal. CoII.p. 

ARAB historians and geographers inform us of an alphabetical 
character anciently in use in Yemen. which they call the Him
yaritic, from the name of an ancient dynasty of southern Arabia. 
The first European who sought to verify this information by the 
discovery of existing monuments. was Carsten Niebuhr. His in
quiries. however, thongh not altDgether fruitless. brought no, in
scription to light Forty years later. about the year 1810, Seet· 
zen. following a hint of Niebuhr, had the good fortune to discov
er several inscriptions. But he made no attempt t€> decipher 
them. and the copies of some of them which he published in 
the F'Undgruben du Orie'"" remained an unexplored mine.1 

About a quarter of a century after this, in the year 1834, the num
ber of discovered inscriptions was greatly increased by researches. 
in connection with the coast-survey of the British along the south
ern shores of the Arabian peninsula; and the attention of some of the 
most distinguished pbilologians of Germany began to be directed to 
finding a key to the unknown character. which was now regarded 
as undoubtedly the Himyaritio of the Arab authors. In 1837 
Roediger of Halle published some observations, preparatory to a 
deciphering of the inscriptions. in the Zeiuch:riftfiw die Xu". 
du Morgen/ande,.i Next appeared an essay by Gesenius in the 
.Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung for July, 1841, which first gave reo 
suIts of deciphering, in certain readings. This was followed in 
the same year by a pamphlet from Roediger, entitled Ver&ueh Uher 
die Himja.ritVcken &4riftmonutl'&l!1ltB; and in 1842 Roediger pnb
lished a Himyaritie alphabet, with an &cur, iWer die Himjari
tilclam INcJuiften, propoaing interpretations of his own, as an 
appendix to a German translatioll of the travels of the first British 
discoverer of the inscriptions, Capt Wellsted.3 

I 8. FUDdgyub. d. Oriente. ll. 282. • B. Z. fbr d. K. d. Morgen!. 1.331. 
I J. R. Well.ted'. ReilE'n in Arabien. Deutltc:he BearbeituDi-l'on Dr. B. 

ftadiger. H&lIe. 1842,!l Bdd. 
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It is not our present design to discuss the merits of these Ger
man works. We propose to examine the ground taken by. 
British author, the Rev. Charles FOJ'\fter, who has latelyastonish
ed his countrymen with an interpretation, quite original, of one of 
the longest inscriptions as yet found, which is not without plausi
bility, to a superficial observer, and has therefore deluded many, 
who either have not been competent, or haY-e not taken the trou
ble, to investigate the matter. It forms the subject of an appen
dix to-The lIisImical Geography of .Arabia by the same author." 
The Pre&dent of the Royal Geographical Society, Mr. Murchison, 
in his last annual address, speaks of II tile discovery which Mr. 
Forster'has made of the key to the unknown language in which 
the inscriptions found in Hadramaut and other parts of southern 
Arabia, are written," as a thing unquestionable; and a late num
ber of the London Quarterly Review glories much in the privi
lege exclusively reserved, as it pretends, to British scholarship, to 
interpret these inscriptions, as well as to British enterprise to 
discover them. But if on examination, it appears, that Mr. 
Forster's claim to this discovery is unfounded, it will be allowed, 
that the sooner it is placed in its true light, and those are disabused 
who have been taken in by it, the better.s 

The foundation of Mr. Forster's whole scheme is the supposi
tion, that the inscription in question is identical with a certain 
fragment of Arabic poetry, published bY Albert Schllitens, from a 
Leyden-manuscript, in his .Monumenta Vetustiora Arahiae, which 
was found, as he says, " in Arabia Felice, super marmoribus ar
cium dirutamm in tractu littoris Hadramyteni prope emporium 
Aden.'" From this statement of Schultens Forster took the hint 
which he has so perseveringly followed out. It occurred to him 
that here might be an Arabic tmnslation of a long inscription, 

4 Publiahed in LondoD, 1844. 
• Thi. critique was prepared and read before "T~e Philological Society," in 

New-Haven, in December, before it was known to the ""riter that Mr. For~ler·. 
attempt with the Himyaritic had been already exposed. It is proPf'r to .tate 
the fact, becaulle .inee that time an article, publi.hed in the Eclectic Macuine, 
from the Dublin Uni1'enity Magazine, baa come to hand, which i. in .orne 
point. exceedin,ly limilar to wbat i. here wrillen. The two critici._ hue 
been made, howeler, entirely independently of one another, except that we 
have adopted a .ingle lugFltion of the Dublin re1'iewer, to be noticed in ita 
place. We take thil opportunity to commend to our readf'r the article in the 
Eclectic, which prellent. .ame 1'ie .. of Fonter'. preten.,on., not here touched 
upon. 

• S. Monn. Vetwlt. Arabiae ex manlllcripti. codd. excerplit ot ed. Alh. 
Schulten.. Lord. Batay. 1740, p. f11. 
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found by WelJated engraved upon a rock on the coast of Yemen, 

which is called in the 18.Dguage of the country Y'r6 ~, or 

Raven·ca.ttle, about 260 miles eastward of Aden; and he proceed
ed to eonfirm this conjecture, in the manner which is to be con
sidered. Having verified it to his own satisfaction, 8.Dd made 
Olit his Bimyaritic alphabet, accordingly, Mr. Forster was led to 
seek additional support to his hypothesis, from a comparison of 
WeUsted's accollnt of the locality of the Bissn Ghurib inscription 
with the circumstances of place detailed in a narrative which ac
companies the .Arabic lines, in the m8.Duscript from which Schul
tens published them. 

We will therefore begin by inqniring whether the locali· 
ties indicated in these two narratives are coincident with 
each other. Not having the English edition of WeUstad's Tra
vels, at hand, we translate from the German of Roediger, as 
follows : "On the morning of the ,6th of May, 1834, we 8.Dchored 
in a JiUle narrow channel, bordered on one side by a small low 
isl8.Dd of rock, on the other by :l high black cliff, to which last our 
sailors gave the name of Bissn Ghurib. .As we had observed 
BOrne ruins at the top of this cliff, I went soon after we carne to 
land, to explore them. In order to avoid the current which set 
along the isl8.Dds, and made violent breakers against the perpen
dicular side of the cliff, towards the sea, we sailed into a small 
bay on the north·east side, where the water was more quiet . . • 
. . • . . Bissn Ghmib is about 600 feet high; . _ ... _ . It must have 
been formerly an island, although it is now connected with the main
land by a low isthmus of sand, which has been blown together 
by the strong south-west winds, and is evidently of later forma
tion. __ . _ .. We clambered, therefore, over the ruins which had 
fallen from these towers and at length discovered traces of 
a path hewn, in order to facilitate the ascent, in zig-zag, 
along the face of the hill. Above, 8.Dd below, the rock was cut 
down perpendicular, so that the latter formed a sort of terrace, 
upon which, however, even in the wider places, scarcely two 
men could go abreast ...... Bnt our toil was richly rewarded 
by the discovery of some inscriptions on the smooth surface of the 
rock on our right, when we were about two-thirds of the way to 
the summit. The characters are 21 inches long and executed 
with much care 8.Dd regularity . . ..... As we pursued our way 
from here, further towards the summit, we saw almost as many 
houses as below, walls 8.Dd other defensive works If.t irregular 
distancea. scattered over the daub of the hill, and upon the edge 
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of the declivity a four·sided tower of massive oonatruction, which 
once probably served both for a watch·tower and beacon, and can 
still be discerned many miles at sea. . . . . . When I had explored 
all parts of the hill, I was forced to regard it as having been made 
both by nature and art, a place of extraordinary IItrength. While 
nature had left only one aide of it accessible, this point had been 
IJO strongly fortified by art, that it must ha\"e been impossible for 
the most daring courage and the highest adroitness to scale it. 
But even apart from this advantage, .•. " this place must have 
been invaluable on account of its natural insular character, since 
it formed a place of refuge difficult to be reached, and a safe 
1Store·house of commerce; and at all events, the two harbOlS, 
which are secure with any wind, must have been of much impor
tance for commerce, especially as there is a deficiency of pro
tected havens elsewhere on this coast " ..... " .. I will only, 
further, direct attention to the striking agreement of the position 
of these havens of Bissn Ghunlb, as it results from our measure· 
ment, with that of the haven of Cana Kanim (KaJ'fj) which is, 
according to Arrian, 260 miles from Arabia Felix,' or the present 
Aden."7 The narrative, in Arabic, of the Leyden manuscript is trans
lated by Forster, thus: .. And in that region are two castles, of the 
castles of Ad. And when Muawiyeh sent Abderrahman, the son 
of At Hakem, into Yemen, as viceroy, he arrived, on the shore oC 
Aden, (i. e. in a progress along the southern coast,) at two cas
tles, of the castles of Ad. In that sea are treasures hidden and 
gold, for the space of a hundred parasangs (360 miles) along the 
shore of Aden, as far as to the neighborhood of Kesuin. He saw, 
also, the quality of the soil, whose saltness made the palms most 
fruitful And he saw a castle built upon a rock, and two ports; 
and upon the ascent of the height, a great rock, partly washed 
away, on which was engraved a song." (Here follow in the Ms. 
the Ambic lines which Schultens published.)!! The corrobora
tion of the theory proposed, to be derived from this passage, com
pared with Wellsted's narrative, is indicated in the following par
agraph of Forster's work: .. The first of the two casties, accord
ing to the official repol1 of Abderrahman, was found seated 'upon 
the summit of a rocky headland. beneath which lay two ports ; 
while the inscription was discovered on the steep ascent of the 
height between the castle and its harbors, carved upon the side 
of a great rain-worn rock. In every particular, this account tal
lies with Mr. Wellsted's description of the castle and inscriptions 

7 B. Well.ted'. Reien in Arabien, n. 322-326. 
• B. Millor. ~ogr. of Arllbi., n. 450. 
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of Bisso Ghurib-its "lofty black-looking cli1f"-its "square 
towel, of'massive masonry, 00 the verge of the precipice,"-;-" the 
circumstance of its posse"Ssing two harbors"-together with the 
dis<-overy of BOme inscriptions, on the smooth face of the rock to 
the right (parts of which had been washed away by the rains) about 
one third the ascent from the top:" a group of corresponding fea
tures, which could thus be brought together by two BO wholly UD

connected painters of the same localities, only from their belohging 
to one and the same sceoe,''11 

But the reader will be surprised to learn, that the coincidences 
here pointed out with so much confidence rest upon a mistrans
lation of the manuscript referred to. That this may be clearly 
seen, we will give what we suppose to be the correct trans
lation which we are confident in saying, does not, admit of a 
qnestion, as to all the important points; and, in order that 
others may judge for themselves, and that the manner in which 
Forster has dealt with the passage, may be better understood, 
we will also introduce the original Ambic which, happily for 
us, though untortunately fOI him,' he has published. We 
read then: "And in it (i. e. Yemen) are the two castles of the 
castles of Ad; and after that Muawiych had sent Abdurrahman 
Ibn Al Hakem to Yemen as viceroy, it reached his ears (i. e. of the 
viceroy) that on the coast of Aden were two castles of the cas
tles of .!d, and that in its -sea was treasure; and he coveted it, 
and went, with a train of one hundred horsemen, to the coast of 
Aden, to the vicinity of the two castles; and he saw the country 
around consisting of tracts of salt-marsh in which were pits such 
as one digs to hide treasure in; and he saw a castle built of 
blocks of stone, and (plaster?), and over one of its gates was a 
great block upon which was written in characters half obliterated, 
as follows." The original is : 

~r' ~ i:!ru ~ W, ->~ )yeU r.:)A \:JI~'~, 
&.:)A \:J~ \:J~ ~~ \:J' ~ 4J, ~I ~, ~, ~ 
i:!Lo ~ ~~, ~ eW 'rs' l$~ ~ \:J', ->~ )yeU 

4J~ Lo 1.5'1 ~~, yl ~I \:J~ ~L...~' U")U 
~4l4-o ,~ 1.5~' )4j , )41 ~ ~4- ui')j, ~ 

y~ ~ ~ i~ ~',.;I ~ ~, ~" 
.~-~ 

• S. Hi.w. aeo,r. of Anbia, U. 453. 
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Such is the exact reading of the manuscript. Some corrections 
are indeed absolutely necessary, where the hand of a careless 
copyist is betrayed. No one at all conversant with the Arabic 
will hesitate to read, in the second line, &A..4 for u.4, and in 

the fifth line ~'r.' for ~,~" and ~ for ~ .10 'The 

correction ~,= cab, for ~, in the fourth line may be 

qnestioned. These are the only alterations involved in our ban.
lation. We observe, then, with reference to the pretenc,led coin
cidence with Wellsted' s narrative: (1) That there is not the 
tiightest alll1:uon here to" a rocky headland," or even to the caII

tie's being situated upon a rock. Mr. Forster has nlistaken 
~4 which informs us of what the castle was built, for an 
lDdication of its position; (2) That nothing is said about .. two 

porta." FOl'IJter reads, instead of ~" ~ fj..(l' from .. is; 
which means navium statio. Gol. 'The oblique case ~j..(I' must, 

however, in his view, be the proper reading; yet this is not the 
only change required, to justify Forster's translation. The article 
must be cut off, for ~ with which he couples the word reR
dered .. two ports" is indefinite, and there hu been no intimation 
of any two ports in what goes before. Indeed. Forster's render
ing: .. a castle and two ports," instead or': "a castle and the two 
ports," neglects the article. But if we connect the word ~, 

with ~, , it should have the article, as it must then indicate 

something of the material of which the castle was built; and we 
may suppose the reading ~, to have originated, by a very 

easy slip of the pen, from ~, , signifying lime, as is sugges
ted by the reviewer of Forster is the Dublin University Maga
zine. To this is to be added, that the structure of the sentence 
leems, mOlt naturally, to connect ~', with ~, rather 

than with 'r:u' 
(3) That the clause .. for the space of & hundred paraS8Dg8" 

Ie Mr. Dozy, a8aiBtant Jibnllian of the Leyden University who tranllCriJled 
for Mr. Forster thia tezl wiUl ita accompanying Arabic .tanzu, aad lOme other 

IMuagel, from the MI. 5J~: ~~, )l.ST yU:!' etc . .ay.: .. 1 hue tru. .. 

cribl>d all the vowel. and diacritical poinl8, .. they occllr ill the IIl&JllllICript, 
~,b a pa~ nl1m~r ofUiem are decidedly erron." 
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ill Forster's version, designed, as we cannot avoid believing, to 
remove the difficulty of identifying Ii castle on the coast of Aden 
with Hissn Ghrutb which lies 2GO miles distant from that port, 
is made out by a correction of the text, wholly supererogatory, 
and bringing with it the applieation of a wrong sense to a com-

mon Arabic particle. The word U")U is altered to t-'l' and 

cs' is rendered: "for the space of," Ii sign,ifieation not admiMi.

ble.ll (4) That the inscription spoken of in the Arabic mann
script was not found upon the face of a rock, on the ascent of an 
eminence, but on one of the gates of a ruined castle. If ~,~, 

were a correct reading, the words ~',-l' ~ ~ could not 
signify" upon the ascent of the heighL" (~) That the inscrip
tion of Hissn Ghurib is described by Wells ted as in very good 
preservation; while the characters of which the Arab author 
speaks, are said to have been .. partly obliterated." Forster re-
fers ~ to ~ Ii~ which is nothing less than a tyro's 
blunder, and so finds allusion here to .. a rain-worn rock," where-
1111 it is a fD'I'iting~~ ,-which is represented as partly 
worn away. 

From all this is to be inferred, not that the inscription fouod by 
Abdurrahman of which the Arabic lines published by Schultens 
purport to be either a copy. or a translation,-for which they claim 
to be, does not appear,-is the same which was discovered by 
Wells ted at Hillsn Ghurib, but directly the contrary, that the 
one cannot be identical with the other, so far 815 the circum
stances of locality asserted by the two authorities afford any 
means of determining. 

We will now proceed to notice the incongruities which exist 
betweenfhe two documents, considf'red by themselves. Itere 
we have, first, to observe that, if we assume Forster's translation 
of the inscription to represent it correctly, it does not accord en
tirely with the true sense of its supposed Arabic translation. A 
correspondence is for the most part made to appear, as might be 
expected, since Forster sets out with this, as the point to be pro
ved. For the satisfaction of the reader we give a literal vemion 

" If the reader will turn to Hi.t. Geogr. of Arabia, II. 449, be will find that 
FontA!r admita having made this correction, and ju.ti6e. it on the tUnfflplitn& 

that the word u it eland., U") lJ, i. an .. abridgement by the Persian copyilt!" 
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of each stanza of the Arabic, alternately with the same in the 
pretended original, as rendered by our author: 

HIJIT.A.aITlC. 

" We dwelt living long lumriously in tbe Zenanas of tbis spacious man
sion, our condition exempt from misfunune and advel'llity." 

AUBIC. 

• Content we oUl'IIelves awbile in the coutt of thia cude, 
With a life luxurious, not straitened. not poot." 

HIIiT. 

" Rolled in through our channel the Ilea. lIWelling against our cutle with 
angry surge; our fountains flowed with murmurin, &II above the 
lofty palm&" 

AUJI. 

• The Ilea floods in upon UII with full tide, 
And our rivers flow with water abounding,"-

HIiIT. 

"Whoee Keepers planted dry dates in our valley date-grounds; they 
IIOwed the arid rice." 

AUB. 

-" Amid tall palm-trees, their keepenJ 
Which bestrew with ripening dates and dry datee, for IItOre." 

HIiIT. 

" We hunted the mountain goats and the young hares, with giu. and 
snares; beguiling we drew fonh the fishell." 

AUB. 

" And we chlUl8 the wild animal of the land with nooee and spear, 
And IIOmetimes we catch the fish from the depths ofthi sea." 

HIIlT. 

"We walked with slow proud gait, in needle-worked, many4llored silk 
vestments, in whole silb, in grBII8-green chequered robell." 

ARAB. 

" And we parade now in flowing robes of atriped ai1k, 
And now of silk and green-dyed wooL" 

HIIlT. 

"Over us presided king!! far removed &om ~netl!, and stern chutiael'll 
of reprobate and wkked men." &. 

AR.u. 
" Princes rule over us, who are far from bueneaa, 

Stem towarda the peoille of deceit and treachery." 

.. 
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Htxy . 
.. They lloted down for IJlI accord in, to tbe doctrine of Heber good judg

ments written in a book, to be kept; and we proclaimed our belief 
in miracles, in the resurrection, in the return into the nOl!trila of the 
treath of lire." . ' 

AUJI • 

.. 'nIere are enaC'ted ror WI law!!, after the religion of HM, 
And we believe in the miracle&, and the ,eDeral Ulembling for judg. 

ment aDd the resurrection of the deed." 

IhIlT. 

I< Made an inroad robbers, and would do us violence; collectively we 
rode forth, we and our generous youth, with stift; aharp-poinced 
speare." 

AUJI. 

I< Whenever enemies lie in ambuah against our home, 
Forth we rush to view, in a Lody, with smooth, lItraightened speara." 

IhIlT. 

"llwIbing OIlwvd proud cbampioll8 of our famiJiea and OUI' ,nvu ; IfJbt
in, valiantly, upon COlU'lMlrs with long DeCks, dUD<olored, iroD-rreJ. 
aDd brlsht bay." 

AUB. 

" We guard our children and our women, 
Upon dun<olored steeds, steeds with black mane ud tail, long-necked. 

aod steeds of clear red hue." 

1h1lT. 
I< With our swords still wounding and piercing our adversaries; until 

ebargln, bome we conquered and cruabed this reAl., of mSDldnd." 

AUB. 

I< Those who allllail ua with hOlitile intent we wound 
With our swords, till they tum the back." 

But while with due allowance for freedom of translation, the 
two documents appear, in geneml, to harmonize together, it is 
also true, that in two places there is a diversity of sense which 
eannot be accounted for by the license of a translator. The first 
of these is in the first stanza, the expression of the Himyaritic: 
"in the Zenmuu," (explained by Forster from the Persian, to 
mean "in the women's apartments,") having to answer to: "in 
the court," of the .!rabic. The word rendered court is i..o'r:::ol 
"locw ~ in media /whi.tacuJurum." (Gol.) The Arabic 

.. 
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line alludes evidently to the oriental cllstom .of lounging idly in 
that part of the castle open to the air, where, as is well known, 
the coffee-drinking, dice-playing, and story-telling of eastern 
countries is carried on. Would a translator speak of this, with 
an original before him, referring to the enjoyment of the pleasures 
of the Harem? The plea, that the translator failed to understand 
bis original, is inadmissible, because any two documents, the 
most dissimilar, might by this be proved to correspond to one .an· 
other, as translation and original; and besides, it is certainly quite 
as likely that an Amh of the seventh century would know the 
proper signification of a Persian word, "1lS that this word should 
have become incorporated into the ancient Himyaritic language. 
The other case in which the meaning given to the Himyaritic is 
not justly represented by the Arabic, i8 the whole of the third 
8tanza. We leave it to the reader to compare for himself; yet it 
may be well to remark, that Mr. Forster seems to have had in 
view, here, a Latin version of the Ambic, made by Scbuiteoa, 
rather than the Arabic itself. That version reads: .. coosere
bant (custodes) da.ctylos . maturos et 8iccos, omne genus," which 
appears to us not the true signification of the Arabic, as pub
lished by Schulten8 himself, who gives here, the following 
text: 

r:-", e~' ~~ ~ II Lso~'~ ~li-4 ~ ~ 
Our rendering is equally supported by the Arabic, altered for the 
sake of the metre, tawU, thus: 

e~f ~~ 1.:1,.';'; II Lso~''; ~li-~ ~ J~lt 
r", 

But let us come to the more important inquiry, whether Fors
ter has dealt fairly in making out for the inscription a signification 
Which agrees, to so great an extent, with the sense of the Arabic 
lines supposed to be a translation of it. It may be shown: 1 
That in many cases he has not properly rendered the word which 
he finds in the inscription, by his own deciphering; and II. That 
the characters of most frequent occurrence in the inscription are 
incorrectly deciphered.13 

" The metre of the Arabic linel, l't!Cjuirel other modification. of the te%t 
riven by Schulten., who hu only partially corrected hi. MI.; yet they are Dot 
lucb as affect the llenlle, .. may he Ren by comparing our translation with hil. 

II The rewr will pleue to tUrD to the accompanying Plale, which prewDLa 
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substantiYe, signifying: .. 'fH"'V'Y!' CODnected, then, with J~, 
as YOl'llter makes it, the meaning should be .. a condition of pen-

ury." The root ~ signifies: adverm,pecu1iariter inopiti aMO
fI(Je tJII8U&I4 et ajfNeta fuit (vita). (Got) (4) He renders ~ 

(line ~.): Of to walk," and, being connected with the exprel'll'lion: 
.. with slow, proud gnit." it must have been supposed to signify 
slow, rather than fast motion. But this root is more espeoially 
used to denote celerity of progrel'll'l, and all its subordinate signi
fications are shown in the lexicons to depend upon this, as the 

-radical idea. (0) In his glossary he gives to ;' (line 6.) the Big-

ification .. imo." The word. is not recognized in his translation. 
It is certain, that if this meaning is given to it, it would make 
an irreparable rent in the clause wh~re it occurs; and the 
inference is not remote, that it was voluntarily left out. Rea
toring it to its place, we read: "Kings took note of us, averse, 
yea .,.aiJler, to base men." Nothing goes before, in Fonter's .-own version, which,' , in the seuse of imo, can be supposed to 

confirm and augment; and we know of no rendering which would 
at once be consistent with the words 81'1 deciphered by him, and 
answer the purpose of an original to the AJabic line regarded as 
a translation. 

Instead of multiplying llpecific examples of errol'll in the trans
lation of the Arabic into which Forster resolves the inscription, it 
will be sufficient. in addition to the preceding enumeration, to 
mention briefly seveml classes of errors which are to be met with. 
(1) There are cases in which the given signification must be reo 
ferred to the ground of the analogy of the Arabic root. on the sup
position that one and the same radiC'.a1 idea has branched out va
riollsly in two different dialects. These are errors, on Forster's 
principles, since he evidently pretends that the radical idea of eve
ry word of the inscription is an idea expreMed by ita root. as 
found in pure Arabic. thongh he would say of some words, that 
their roots are out of use, or little used in the Arabic. (2) We 
find not a few instances where the construction adopted by Fors
ter is wholly inadmissible, according to the genius of the Shemi
tish language3. It is supposed, that a word may be nothing more 
than a root. and yet convey different shades of meaning appro
priate to forms of language,-fls is proved by the fact, which is 
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apparent that in various instances in which he writes a root, mere
ly, in his interlinear deciphering of the inscription, nothing more 
could be made ont from the original character, and yet that he does 
not render as if the root were without formative letters. It fol
lows from this, that he has not proceeded entirely on the princi
ple, already quoted in his own words, of confining himself, in his 
deciphering, to the Arabic root, or the particular form of the word 
demanded by the seIme. 

From all that haJJ been said thus far it is already apparent, that 
tbe probability is very slight of an identity between the Himyar
itic inscription and the Arabic lines in question, as pretended by 
Forster j especially considering what it is but justice to ourselves 
to add, that we have not perceived, that Forster might have done 
better than he baa, in any point which has come under our criti
cism, in seeking to establish his conjeoture. We have now to 
show: 

II. That Forster has incorrectly deciphered about half of the 
letters of this inscription. In proof of this, we will in the first 
place, suppose that his division of the words is correct, and take 
note of certain not very rare cast's in which he has gratuitously 
added to the inscription radical letters, in the roots which he puts 
down as representing the Himyaritic; or has either alt.ered, omit
ted or inverted radicalletten! occurring in the inscription, without 
the least show of rea.eon, except his own choice to do so. Every 
case haJJ been carefully passed bY"where the radical letter, being 

supposed to be one of the weak class, (either, ' or 1$ , or t,) may 

have been lost in the formation of the word, and yet be properly rep
resented in giving the root; arid no case of omission is to be regard
ed, in which the letter omitted may be set aside as a formative. We 
will also allow him all he can claim as .. interchange, or indiffer
ent use, of similar lettEl18." As examples to the point, we notice: 
(1) He haJJ doubled the character H in the word IIH[AI (line 

1.) to make the root UaA.. It cannot be that this word exem
plifies the ancient mode of writing a consonant but once, although 
Its pronunciation is double, for the principle of that orthography 
requires that the consonant to be doubly enunciated should come
between two vowels j whereas in the form supposed to occur 

bere, ~LA..t.., a long vowel intervenes. so that the chlll'lWter 

H , standing for UO' Dot to speak of its being a) in his alpha.-
VOL. 11 No.6. 22 
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bet, should have becn repeated in the inscription, if ~ is the 

root (2) He alters I, which be takes to be a re' in the word: 

IDR'l' (line 2.) to ~, in order to make the root I,;)T from 
which he derives this word, in the sense of" fountains." (3) He 
inverts the first two characters of the word: llI'.Ot'1 (line 4.) to 
make its root 1..:'))' We do not hesitate to affirm, without enter
ing here into the subject, that Forster's notion of an anagnun in 
the Arabic is entirely groundless. ( 4) He doubles the charac
ter 'f which he makes to be a I..:' in the word: Nj (line 4.) 

in order to obtain a root ~, though a vowel intervenes be-. " 
tween the u and its repetition, in the form supposed to occur in 
this place, ~~, as in example (1). It is a.l8o worthy of notice, .... 
that the second u here. is considered 8S absorbed in a following 
cl, after a long ~owel. (5) He puts the final character first. and 
the initial last in the word: 11K (line 5.) to obtain for its root, 

)i. (6) He alters the character B, which he 8tIpposes to be 

C' to a ~, in the word: liBIi~ (line 0.). so as to obtain the 
root ~,. (7) He omits the third character in the word: 

H~h'" (line 6.) leaving three others out of which he makes 
the root .;k- ,-though he had no reason to regard the omitted 
character as a formative letter ;--or else. on another view of tbe 
proceeding in this instance, he has omitted the first character. u 
a formative, which it might be allowed to be. and has then invert
ed the two characters next following. But this invlrsion would 
be inadmissible. (8) He leaves off the first character in the 

word: JA\H (line 6.) to make the root ~. (9) He doubles 

the chiuacter. which is a U" in his alphabet, but is supposed to 

stand for a vo in the word XnIX r (line 7.) under the same 
cireumlftances as in the examples (1) and (4) for the form which 

he finds here is ~. ( 10) He adds after the characters 

PJ~ (line 7.) a letter cl, to make out the root clr . We can

not, as he may have done. consider thill to be a case of assimila

tion to a following letter C ' which rendered the presence of the 
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assimilated letter in the inscription unnecessary; for, when we 
examine Forsters identification of letten, it will appear that the 

letter which he here makes to be t is not of the guttural, but of 

the dental class. (11) He passes over an inconvenient second 
'1 , which he calls a reak, in the word: .x.."hll (line 7.) to ob

tain the root Ur' The final radical al80, here, can have been 
made out only on the supposition of assimilation to a following 

guttural t ,-the same l~tter which, as has been said, will be 

ahown not to be a guttural. (12) He throws o1fthe final charac

ter of the word: J\lf.'lJi (line 8.) to make out that ita root iI )r . (13) He inserts a letter ., between his ~ and his y, 
in the word: lit BY}\. (line 9.) to make the root ~. (14) 
He adds a letter ~ after the characters: Kt~ (line 10.) in Ol

der to have the root ~jA. 

Having thU!! made it evident that Forster bas altered, and mu
tilated &!! well as added to the inscriptions, at his pleasure, for 
the sake of referring word!! to certain roots of which the !!ignifi
cation seemed to serve his purpose; we will next consider his 
neglect of letters, which from their position in the words, aa he 
himself divide!! them off, and deciphers them, he most have ta
ken to be formatives. He acknowledgea that he has not, in gen· 
eral, regarded the formative·letters of the inl!cription, assigning 
&!! his reason, that he was incompetent to II cast the words into 
the finished mould of .Arabian poetry."" It would seem, then, 
&!! if he really supposed the forms of the inscription to be purely 
.Arabic; for if not, what propriety could there be in pleading, that 
he was Dot sufficiently versed in the forms which iWght be used 
in poetry, agreeably to the genius of the .Arabic language, in ex
cuse for Dot having presented roots, supposed to be purely Ara
bic, in the form required by the &ense.17 Accordingly the letters 
and syllables which Forster haa left to be considered. as forma· 
tives might be tested by the laws of Ambie forms; and the result 

1·8. Hilt. Geogr. of Arab. H. 360. 
17 He UYI indeed: "From p!Lrticlel and prepositionl my attention wu next 

directed to prefixel and Iuffixel. thOle inhprent augmentativel, common to all 
the Semitic idioml. Here. a\loo, the Hamyaritic of the Hilln Ghortb ineeri.,. 
tion exhibited the .. me principln with all its kindred dialects; '" being the 
prefix uled to connrt "erbl or participlel into lubltantivel. and _. or .. tbe 
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would be, the opening of another wide field of argument against 
his interpretation of the inscription. Passing this, however, we 
cannot but wonder. that he should have ventured to make any 
translation from a text presenting grammatical forms which he 
was generally unable either to identify, or to analyse independ
~ntly. In venturing to do this, he could not proceed on any other 
principle. than to model the significo.tion. so far as dependent 
upon the forms of words, aooording to his own pleasure; deter
mining. for example, without reference to the text itself, whether 
a certain word was a verb or an adjec~ve; whether a certain sup
posed subsmntive was in the nominative. or the accusative, and 
whether a supposed verb was in the third person sing. or first 
person plur., etc. Examples to this point are almost as numerous 
as the words of the inscription, and need not therefore be specifi
ed. What confidence is to be placed in an interpretation pn 
such a plan as..this? 

Thus far, Mr. Forsters separation o. the words from one anoth
er has been assumed as correct. It may now be shown, that he 
adds some letters, ud omita otheza, thronghout the whole inscrip"
tion, from having adopted an erroneous view of the punctuation. 
H~ OOIlsiders the mark (I) lIB a voo, whereas .Arab writers ex
pre8ll1y inform us, that the Himyaritie words were separated each 
from its l'leighbor, by a perpel'l.dicular line, while inscriptiOILII in 
the BDcient Ethiopie, to which the Himyaritic is c10eely allied, .. 
is obvious to the eye, and as Alab tradition oertifiea, have the ve
ry same mark to separate each Irin«le word. On these grounda, 
Gesenius and Boedi.ger have agreed to regard. the perpendicular 
( I) 8S II mere punctuation.18 The real use of this mark, of 
00l1r8e, occasions its very frequent recurrence; just as frequently, 
then, has Forster, from not recognizing ita true character, added 
letters to the iQseription. He makes '8 radical letter of it in nine 
instances. It is very often interpreted 8S a copulative, or as a 
part of other connecting particles. A misapprehension of the sys
tem of punctuation likewise occssioned the leaving out of actual 
letters, for the characters (0) and (00) are erroneously regarded 
as stops. Here Mr. Forster has apparently been led astray by 

.uffix l'mployed to denote thl' plural number," meanin&, the 8nt peril. plut. But 
further than thi. Wl' find no attempt, in hi. work, to explain the grammatied 
form. of the inocription. 
I. S. Zeilllchr. filr d. K. d. Morgenl. 1.334 ; and Allgem. Lit., Zeit. 1841. p.383 • 
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Gesenius, who, after speaking of the acknowledged mark of 
punctuation, (1) says; u Wozu hier nur noch kommt, daas hin
ter dem Striche hiufig noch ein oder mehrere PIlute stehen, aucb 
wohl der Strich mit mehreren Punkten umgeben ial Es zeigte 
Rich bald., dass die letzt.ere WeiBe ein etwas Bwkeres Unterschei
dungszeicben fUr minder eng ~ erbunde Worte oder zu Ende eines 
kleines Satzes aey, dergleichen auch Aethiopiache Codd. haben, 
aber hier se wenig als in jenen mit Consequenz gehandhabt, 
wie schon Llldolf klagt. etc." But that the characters referred to 
are not marks of punctuation. either independently, or subsidiari
Iy, appears from: (1) The improbability of there being so compli
cated a system of punctuation, as that supposed by Gesenius. in 
any monumental inscription. especially one like this Himyaritic, ia 
which the mode of writing baa every appearance of simplicity.
as, for instance. in the absence of all vowel points, and diacritieal 
marks, and other guides to pronunciation. Thil has already been 
mged by Roediger. l • (2) The absence of allluch punctuations 
in the Ethiopic as onr commas, colons. and lemicolons. Geseniua 
quotes the authority of Ludolf inconsiderately, in referring to the 
Ethiopic writing for a parallel to the complieation of punctuation
marks supposed to be discoverable in the Himyaritic. Roediger 
has used this argtlment, also, against the opinion of GeseniuB.1O 
(3) The absurdities to which we are red.nced by assuming that 
the characters in question are pnnctuatiods, even on the sim
pler hypothesis of Forster, who regards them DOt as subsidiary to 
the perpendicular stroke, but as the ouly marks of punctuation. 
They occur either singly. thus: (0) ( •• ), or in combination. thus: 

~.~; we must, therefore, on Mr. Forster's theory. suppose that 
they indicate three grades of pause. But this admits of no 
reasonable application; for we find the single (0) separating what 

Fomter makes to be two distinct clauses. while (-) separates 
prepositions. inseparable in sense, from their complements; also 
a noun separated from its verb, by (0.) and even by t-0); a s~gle 

(!] in the midst of a word; a verb separated from its direct object 

by ~ .. ); a preposition separated from its complement by H; 
an initiative particle. for ex. ufltil, separated from the verb with 
which it iB construed, by ( .. ); and other similar inconsistencies. 
(.) The obvious relationship of each of theBe two characters, (.) 

• 8. h. Venoeh, ele. Vonrort. Xl. 
224t 

III B. Ibid. 
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and H, to a letter of the Shemitish alphAbets. The (t) is tile 
original Phoenician Am, (0), which may be traced, with slight 
modifications, in the coins of the Maccabees, and in the Samari
tan, ancient Syriac, and ancient and modem Ethiopic writing, and 
in certain alphabets purporting to be Himyaritic, which have been 
found in manuscripts of the Berlin Royal Library, with an explana
tion of each letter bytbe corresponding Arabic. The other character 

(00) is equivalent to the Ethiopicvav, <D from which, on a compari
son with the old Phoenician forms, it appears to be derived.lll 

Of the characters thus proved to be letters, which Forster consi
ders 11.8 punctuation-marks, (.) occurs twelve times in the inscrip
tion, IUld (~) DO less than sixty times; in 80 mlUlY cases, there
fore, have letters been left out. It will be readily perceived, also, 
\hat Forster's interpretation must be for the most part erroneous, 
if only on a.ecount of his misconception of the limits of single 
word.s, proved by what h8.11 been said under this head; for the words 
of the inscription, 8.11 he reads it, are nearly all separated from 
each other by ODe or the other of the three supposed punctuations. 

The last point to be considered under the head of mis
takes in deciphering is, that Fomeis identification of a large 
number of the characters of the inscription, which are ac1Dal 
letters, and ue viewed 8.IIsooh by him, has no palaeographioal au
thority. For example: (1) He makes an am of K. .. It occur
red to me II he writes" as a point of the last importance to detect 
if possible, that vital element of all the Semitic idioms, the _ 
After Some fruitless essays it strock me, from the position of that 
-character in several of the words, that. the ain might possibly be 
represented by a K (or a reversed sigma)," and in a note heob
:lerves: "Prof. Roediger, misled by the form qf this kUer, has given 
it the power of the Greek I; this one mistake was fatal to his 
'alphabet."!&iI What, then, does Forster's own conjecture amount 
to ? He was led to call the sign K an ain, because he then 
could, as he fancied, make out word~ which would serve to es
tablish the identity of the sense of the inscription with that of the 
pretended Arabic translation of it. We will follow him, for a mo
ment, on his own ground, without insisting upon its untenable
ness. The first word upon which he thus experimented is at the 

II S. Gcaeniu8, Schrift. Lingua .. quc Phoenic. Monn. Par. I. 27, and the fourth 
column of our Plate, which ahowl in the HimYlUitic it8elf, a "" identical with 
Ithe Ethiopic . 

.. S. Hilt. Oeofl'. of A. II. 338, 339. 
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be~ninr; of the fifth line of the inscription, where he required a 
word signifying motion with a .tately gait; accordingly, he makea 
the character I. here. an Gin, afier a letter sin, and manages to 

obtain the root r ' which, as we have seen, imports more ell

pecially,~rity ojrrtdtiorL The next subject ofbis experimenting is 
the BeOOlld word of the inscription, which must signify Io:e, Of the 
like, to express with a verb to JiH, the idea of an easy, careless 

life. He makes it ~" the final character being K, and this 
word serves his purpose. Bot the first character of the word thus 
read is not a tJaI', in the inscription-it is a perpendicular punctu
ation mark; eo that after all he does not obtain the word he re
quires. These are the only cases of the occurrence of I. speci
fied by Forster 8S having persuaded him that this character is an 
t.rin; and we cannot therefore subject his reaaoniug on this point 
to any further examination into particulars. It is plain, however, 
that the sort of evidence upon which Forster here relies is 
oC no worth in comparison with the form of the letter itself, as es-
1ablished in the Shemitish alphabets. The evidence of kindred 
alphabets, we have seen to point to quite a different character lUI 

the am of the Himyaritic; while K is maaifeatly equivalent to 
the PhoeDician sibilant '1/ , or W which appears throughout the 
entire range of tile Shemitish forms of writing, with the same 
power, only excepting that its grade, as a sibilant, is somewhat 
varied. (2) He makes a sin of It, which is shown to be a kaph, 
by its close resemblance to this letter in the ancient Ethiopic, and 
its analogies in other Shemitish alphabets, extensively, reaching 
back to the Phoenician. (3) He makes an aleph. of I. For this 
be pretends no other authority than a report of Roediger's deci
phering of the first word of the inscription, which was in fact in
correct as to this point. But collsidered palaeographicaUy, 1 is 
seen to be a yod. The Phoeniciau itself shows examples in which 
the fingers of its original yod m. are reduced from three to one;
in I we see the process of abbreviation continued, so that only a 
compressed fist remains to indicate the origin of the character. 
'nle aucieut Ethiopic has the same foml of yadwhich we give to 
the Himyarltic. One of the words in which r occurs is that read 

t>yt' by Forster j and it is deserving of notice, in this connection, 

that, whether this character is supposed to be an okp/J, or a yad, he 

• S. Schlitt. Linpaeque Pboenio. Monn. 1.31. 
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b88 chosen to alter it into a hi, besides that the 11Gt1 of the word ,),

is altogether interpolated. We may, therefore, safely decide, 
that the name of HU.d does not occur in tbe inscription. ( ") He 
makes a kJw. of X. But that this character is a tau is l!O con
clusively shown by the analogy of the whole range of the She
mitish alphabets, that it seems strange, it could have been mis
taken. Were it not for this, it might be supposed to be derived 
from one form of the Phoenician chet, U, which, has been 
transferred to hi in that alphabet; yet on account of what 
we are led to believe beforehand, by .Arab tradition, respect
ing the analogy of the Himyaritic to the Ethiopic characters, 
it is certainly preferable to give the power of kJw. to another char
acter, y ,which connects itself as well with the Ethiopic Itha, 

~, as with the proper Phoenician cMt, while X has no a.ffinity 

with any Ethiopic guttural. ({» He calls y a beth, whereas anoth-
o er character, n , is proved to be beth, by its relation to the PhQeni

ciao, ~ , in common with the Ethiopic, {\ ; and 't has no aflinity 
with the beth, either of the Ethiopic, or of any other ShemitiBh 
alphabet. To this may be- added, that there is a manifest affini
ty between 't of the Himyaritic, and the proper Phoenician oW, 
in the form, ~ or r,i. The coins of the Maccabees, and the Sa
maritan alphabet exemplify a lengthening of the upper, or middle 
branch of the original letter, ~ on which principle may be de

rived from it, the Ethiopic form of cJzet, rh , in the same manner as 

Phoen. fi"I is derived from =t. The inverted position of the Him

yaritic y as compared with the Ethiopic rh admits of a plausi
ble explanation on the ground of a certain peculiarity in appear
ance which Arab tradition ascribes to the Himyaritic alphabet, in 
the appellation ~'i. e. tM IUltained. The application of 
this term has been much disputed; De Sacy supposed it to de
note, that the letters .. s'appuyoient et se 8Outenoient les unes l~ 
autres," which does not accord with the aspect of the inscriptions 
now brought under our observation. Another suggestion was 
made by Adler, that the term describes an alphabet II gralia 
ineedens, vel fulcris innixa;" and this agrees 80 well with the ap
pearance of several Himyaritic letters, compared with letters of 
other Shemitish alphabets, that we are disposed to adopt it.IN It 

N S. Adler'. De.aripLio oocId. qaorund. Culic. Altonae,17BO, p. 6 . 
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certainly serves to BOOOUDt for the characteristic open part of the 
letter now in qllestio>n being torned upW'lllds, 80 that the prolonged 
stem becomes a fulcrum,-4n which respect thialetter, supposing 
it to be cJ.et. diJfera from ita equivalent in the other Shemitish al
phabets. Another form of his beth is evidently a Iti. (6) He. make. 
A to be .-. and several similar characters, which he unrea
sonably distinguishes from one another, either Ihin, or tau and tet. 

But A is obviously identical with the Ethiopic aleph, 1\, nor is it 

difficult to connect twsletter with the Phoenician aleph. One form 
of the Phoenician is ~ from which, according to Gesenius, comel 
the ancient Hebrew, of the Maccabee-coins, YI the parent of the 
Samaritan aleph, t\V. It now we 8Uppose (ti) to be the charac
teristic part of 1\, how readily do we discover in the Himyaritic. 
as well as in the Ethiopic, aleph, a fnrther simplification which 
makes one continued line of the letter, resembling our Z. In 
this view, the lower part of It. must be considered as a pair of 
stilts by which the letter becomes~. (7) He makes a daletJ. 

of y. It baa been already intimated that tm. is the Ethiopie '" 
and that it may be identified 'With the proper Phoenician eMt. 
To establish this identity we have only to I\lppoee a plOOe8ll of 
abbreviation, reducing the Phoenician eM!, '1 , to an outline ", 
to which was afterwards added from the original model, a hori
zontal stroke, thus: ~ and that this last form became l by ra
pidity of hand. We have thus shown, that eight letters of Mr. 
Forster's Himyaritic alphabet are not what he makes them to be ; 
of these, the ain occurs eight times, in the inscription; the An, 
fifteen times; the aleph, twenty-eight times; the lcha, sixteen 
times; the two forms of beth, thirty times; the &hin and tatl, or 
tel, which are really the same, seventeen times; and the daleth, 
four times ;-making one hundred and eighteen letters of the in
scription, which are proved to be erroneously deciphered. If to 
this number we add the number of times that (.) and (0.) occur, 
which Forster does not allow to be any letters, though in fact 
they are such, as we have seen, we come to the conclusion, that 
one hundred and ninety of the alphabetical chala.cters are incor
rectly read by Forster, or nearly one half the whore inscription, 
excluaive of the perpendicular punctuation-marks j for it contains 
only three hundred and ninety-four letters. 

With this we leave the reader to judge whether Mr. Forster baa 
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II discovered the key" to the Bimyaritic alphabet by the hypothe
sis, that the inscription of Bissn Gbwlb is the original of the 
Ambic lines with which be has attempted to identify it The 
full extent to which his theory involves errol'lJ in pa1aeography 
it has not been neceasary to our purpose to exhibiL It might be 
sbown, that his alphabet embraces errol'lJ besides \boae here noti
ced, into wbich he was led by the supposition which has been 
proved to be false. Yet we would not imply, that Forster's al
phabet of the Bimyaritic is wholly erroneous. In some points 
he has simply followed Roediger, according to his own declara
tion;15 and in certain others he happens to agree with Gesen
ius, or Roediger, or with both. So far as these coincide with 
each other we do not hesitate to say, that he ditfers from them to 
his disadvantage; in cases where they disagree, his uncritical 
judgment can be allowed to have no weight to turn the scale. 
Most of the instances in which he ditfers, where they agree, and 
some in which he differs from both, where they are at variance 
with each other, have come under consideration in the course of 
the preceding criticism. 

We cannot conclude withollt alluding to Mr. Fonten pretence 
of antiquity for the inscription before us. He speaks of it as 
II perhaps the moat ancient monument in the world," and again, 
as II belonging to the primitive period of the world,". and this he 
does without hinting, 110 far as we have discovered, any other 
reason for the bold assertion than that, as he wonld have it, the 
name of Aws or Uz, is found in a small inscription engraved 
upon the rock, below that which we have been considering, and 
referring to it, according to his opinion ;-thus presenting a coin
cidence with the narrative respecting the discovery by Muawi
yeh's viceroy of an inscription on the walls of II a castle of Ad," 
on the supposition, (which has, however, been proved to be erro
neous,) that the inscription said to have been seen by Abdurrah
man is the same which Wellsted found at Bissn Ghurib. This 
reasoning is to persuade us, it would seem, that we have here 
" a monument whose antiquity bids defiance to criticism," reach
ing back to II within 600 years of the 11000,"17 in spite of Wellsted's 
information indicating the present good state of preservation of the 
characters, tl}ongh engraved on the exposed face of a sea-bound 
cliff, and notwithstanding a very natural skepticism with regard to 
the, lriItorical accuracy of the Mohammedan geneaology: II Ad, the 

IS B. Hi.t. Geogr. of A. 11.335. 
11 B. Ibid. II. ~. 

• B. Ibid. II. 348, 404. 
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IIOD of Aws, the 80D of Aram, the 80D of Shem, the BOn of Noah." 
Here is tru1y a large demand upon our credulity! But the fonn
dation of the whole is a fiction light as air; for the name of A ws 
does not 110 much as occur iu the I!Jmall inscription, as is sufficient· 
ly proved by the fact, that one of the perpendicular punctua
tion-marks is taken by Fonter as the middle element of the word .-which he there reads IJ", 1.118 Presuming, however, upon a suf· 

ficiency of credulity and blindness in his reader, Forster summons 
him, upoa this, to obser'te that the Dame Ht\d cannot be a Moham
medan corruption of the patriarchal name Heber, as IIOme have 
IIIPposed. inasmuch as we find it in this" monument of the pri. 
mitive period of the world." The real opinion of the learned reo 
specting this name is, that Mohammed borrowed it from the Jews, 
among whom traces of it first appear at a comparatively modem 
period. Now supposing with Forster that it occurs in the inscrip
tion of Hissn GhurAb, though we have seen that this is not the 
case, would it not be rather an argument for the post-Mohamme
dan date of the inscription, since to say the least, it is more pro
bable that this name came into ulle among the Arabll, after the 
time of Mohammed, than that the inscription in which it is believed 
to occur, is 110 aoelent as auppoeed, aD the grouDdjust lltated! An
other application made by Forster of the aSl!Jumed antiquity of 
this monument is intimated in the following panagclI, taken 
from the Dedication of his work to the .Archbishop of Canterbu
ry: "Bot it is not the antiquity of these monumeuts which con
stitutes their true value; it is the precioull central truthll of re
vealed religion which they record, and which they have handed 
down from the first ages of the post-dilllvian world, that raise 
them above all price. Viewed in this aspect they strike at the 

• T~ language of Fonter on the di.cov .. ry, a. he l:eli .. vt'd, of the name 
of AWl on the rook of Hi.m GhurAb, canno\ rail to ellclte the merriment of the 
meier who.b .. fairly examined hilaeh .. me. "Tbi.laUn lin"" be ny." reveal
rei at once the awful antiquity of the whole of tbeae inaeri[ltiona, AWl (afier the 
Dame of their forelllther, Aw., or Uz, the grandlOn of Shem, and great-grand.on 
or Noah) bein, the primitin patronymic of tbe famoua losllribe of Ad! It il 
equally jm~ible to up,... or forret the fet'lin,. of awful inloPretlt., and 
lOiemD emotioD, Wlth which 1 now found my ... lf penetratin, into tbe 'cun· 
abola ~ntium;' conyer.in,," it w~re, with the immediate d"lCl'ndllnll of 
Sbem and Noah, not througb the doubtful medium of ancient biltory, or tbe 
dim light of oriental tndition, but in thf!'lr own fe"ord. of their own annals, 
"pnn with &D iroo pen, and lead, in the rock for eTer!" Hiat. Geogr. of 
Arab. II. 37'i. 
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very root of skepticism, and leave not even his own hollow ground 
beneath the feet of the tmbeliever." .. We now may know, in their 
own hand writing, what the earliest poat.diluvian men and na
tions thought and felt and believed, not merely about this life, but 
about God, about religion, about .. miracle., the resurrectioB and 
the life to come."lIB He refers to the latter half of the seventh 
line of the inscription, which he reads: II And we proclaimed our 
belief in miracles, in the resurrection, in the return into the nos
trils of the breath of life." But the three points .of faith here "pe
cified are neither an iota more nor less than the cardinal points 
of Mohammedan doctrine; and who, not being prepo88eMed with 
a certain opinion, would hesitate whether to refer an inscription, 
found in Arabia, and supposed to contain such a specification of 
religious belief. to au age subsequent to Mohammed, or to derive 
from it, on the ground alleged in favor of its primitive antiquity, 
a " contemporary" evidence II of patriarchal faith, and primeval 
revelation ?,'a 

For ourselves, we will not venture to exprell8 any opiniOD, as 
yet, respecting the age of the Himyaritic inscriptiODs, though we 
believe that something may be inferred, on this point, from the 
relation to each other of the Himyaritic and Ethiopia alphabets, 
even if no date should be discovered in any of the inscriptions. 

ARTICLE III. 

A SKETCH OF GERMAN PHI LOSOl>HY. 

l On the basis of an Article in the H1llle" .AJlgemeim Lileratur
Zei.t:ung," OctQber, 1843, Nos. 182, 183, 184.] 

By ]ley. Henry B. Smith, Wool Am •• bnry, Muo.. 

INTRODUCTION. 

[The following Article is rather a paraphrase than a translation 
of the original. Much matter also from other sources which 
seemed necessary to the elucidation of some of the positions has 
been incorporated into it. Th~ paragraphs upon some of the re-

• S. Hi.t. Geol't. of Arab. I. Dedic. XI. III 8. Ibid. ibid. XV . 
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